INTEGRATION AT ITS BEST!

Today’s business landscape is being constantly reshaped by the rapid progress of information technology. In an increasingly competitive market, the ability to access and exchange information quickly and simply, at anytime and from anywhere, is essential. As a result, the effective management of both information and communication resources has become critical to any organization’s success. By combining the strengths of computer intelligence with PBX functionality, the COVoice family of products provides your enterprise with the competitive edge by enhancing productivity, performance, and customer satisfaction.
INNOVATION

COVoice and COVoice Express the innovative definition of true Computer Telephony (CT) offering full-featured CT voice processing solutions for Mitel’s family of PBX switches, from the SX-50 to the SX-2000. The COVoice family of products provides you with powerful, intelligent, versatility in a variety of robust platform options, providing you with the opportunity to sit back and experience excellence.

VERSATILITY

The COVoice family of products are designed to offer powerful, scalable and robust CT solutions. Both COVoice and COVoice Express use the same software, allowing all features to be available on both systems. The differentiating factor is port capacity. COVoice Express is available in 2 or 4 port configurations, while COVoice scales from 2 to 24 port configurations. Both products provide maximum performance to meet cost and functionality demands, offering flexible configurations to suit your ever-changing business needs.

EXCELLENCE

The COVoice product family offers the highest level of seamless integration available by using only Mitel Certified PC-based interface cards. The systems use this advanced computer telephony (CT) integration technology to emulate the Mitel Superset Telephone. Using this technology, they are able to support all soft key, hard key, speed call key and display functionality of the Superset telephone. What this means to the PBX is that the system is just another telephone, possibly like the one sitting on your desk, what it means to you is 100% seamless integration. They don’t just “act” like telephones, they function as full featured telephone devices. By emulating virtual telephones, they communicate directly with the Mitel PBX. All digital signal information sent from the PBX is read and then intelligently processed according to user-defined conditions. This intelligent, interactive communication solution allows both systems to perform cohesively as one product... computer telephony at its best! As a result they respond faster and more accurately to inbound calls and disconnects 20 to 30% faster than competitive systems.

INTELLIGENT

The schedule-oriented architecture promotes complete administrative control and flexibility over call processing. Callers can be intelligently routed using ANI/DNIS, extension, trunk, condition, time of day, day of week, or date. You can even schedule certain PBX functions to occur at any given time or date on any specific channel.

For example, you can program the system to automatically switch the PBX into night mode at a specific time each day or activate and deactivate a call center’s ACD groups at specifically designated times. Now you can rely on the system to forward your telephone so you don’t have to. You have more important things to do, delegate those tasks to COVoice.

POWERFUL

These systems offer a powerful array of innovative features and application packages designed to create and implement your automated and personalized communication services. Many unique PBX-enhanced features are included with every COVoice and COVoice Express system.

Some of these features are: ACD Agent, ACD on/off, auto time sync to PBX, recording announcement device (RAD). Auto message pause on hold allows you to simply press the “Hold” key on your telephone to pause listening to your messages. This allows you to accept another call or speak to someone else briefly and quickly return to the message right where you left off. Auto call park-page and retrieve allows callers to press a single key which instructs COVoice to place the caller on hold, place a call to the overhead paging system, announce a call for you and instruct you how to retrieve the waiting caller. This feature allows you to move about your building and still answer your calls, all without tying up additional resources. Additionally, a hospitality package, developed specifically for hotel properties is included with each system. The hospitality package includes easy guest access to confidential, accurate and timely messages 24 hours a day, automated wake up calls, automatic routing to guest rooms and integration to the hotels’ property management. The power is yours.

OPPORTUNITY

By choosing the COVoice family of products today you are investing into the technology of tomorrow. Their intuitive design and superior feature set make light of your workload. Let COVoice simplify your daily routine by intelligently and intuitively handling all of your messaging and call-processing needs. COVoice and COVoice Express provide you with the opportunity to experience superior integration, powerful features, growth and versatility to meet your needs both today and in the future. The choice is yours and with COVoice and COVoice Express the choice is clear. No matter which one you choose you’ll know you’ve made the right decision. To learn more about VSR’s award winning products and services or to find an authorized VSR dealer near you, contact us at sales@vsrusa.com or visit our website at www.vsrusa.com.
Voice Mail Features

- Auto Message Pause on Hold
- Auto Message Reply
- Class of Service Control
- Date & Time Stamp (Auto/Manual)
- Distribution List:
  - System, Personal, & Manual
- Flexible / Variable Mailbox Length (2-6)
- Flexible / Variable Password Length:
  - (3-15 - Fixed & Variable)
- Forwarding:
  - Mailbox, Extension, Menu & Outside
- Hospitality Package
- Message Delivery Options:
  - Standard, Priority, Private and, Certified
- Message Notification:
  - Type, Time, Date, & Destination
  - Pager, Cellular or Outside up to 10 numbers
- Message Options:
  - Copy, Retrieve, Save, Reply, Fast Forward, Rewind, Pause, Skip, Delete, Copy & Replay
- Message Waiting Lamp Indication
- Multiple or Single Mailbox Greetings
- Mailbox Greeting Bypass & Dial Through
- New User Tutorial
- Password Protection:
  - Primary & Restricted
- Personal Operator & System Operator
- PMS Integration
- Q & A Mailbox (99 Questions/Mailbox)
- Recorded Announcement Device (R.A.D.) Mailbox
- Remote Telephone Forwarding from Mailbox
- Service Bureau Mailbox
- Virtual Mailbox

Call Processing Features

- ACD Call Center Automated Attendant
- ACD Path/Hunt Group Auto
- Activate/Deactivate
- ACD Path/Hunt Group Routing
- ANI/DNIS Routing
- Advanced Menuing
- Audiotext
- Auto Call Park, Page & Retrieve
- Automatic Day/Night 1/Night 2 Mode Switching
- Automatic Time Synchronization to PBX
- Call Holding/Queuing
- Call Screening
- Centrex Transfer
- Channel Control
- Dial Through Mailbox Greeting
- Easily Constructed Menu System
- Flexible / Variable Extension Length (2-6)
- Forwarding:
  - Mailbox, Menu, Extension & External
  - Auto Overhead Paging Announcement
  - Menu Dial Ahead
  - Menu Prompt Recording
  - Personal Operator
  - PMS Integration
  - Recorded Announcement Device (R.A.D.) Mailbox
  - Remote PBX Day / Night Mode Switching
  - Remote Telephone Forwarding to Voice Mail
  - Scheduled Events
  - Smart or Blind Transfers
  - System Operator
  - Transaction Processing
  - Trunk Routing by Time, Day, & Date
  - Voice Mail & Extension Directory

Administrative Capabilities

- Automatic Disk Optimization
- Custom Prompt Recording
- Extension / Mailbox Creation & Editing
- Extension / Mailbox Range Selection
- Local, Remote & Telephone Maintenance
- Mailbox Programming / Notification
- Multiple Level Administration
- Reports
- System Backup & Restore
- System Password Protection

Integration


System Specifications

COVoice

- **Platform:** ISA Passive Backplane with 486 CPU Card
- **Optional Pentium CPU Card**
- **I/O Ports:** 2 Serial, 1 Parallel
- **Drives:** 70-Hours of Storage/IDE Type Hard Disk
  - 1.44MB Floppy Disk
  - 16X CD ROM Min.
- **Keyboard:** 101 Enhanced
- **Modem:** 14.4KBPS min.
- **AC Input:** UL 120V/240V, 5/3A, 50/60Hz
- **DC Output:** 200W Min.
- **System Weight:** 29 Lbs Min.
- **Telephone Interface:** RJ-14
- **Ports:** 2-24

**Dimensions:**
- System: 18.5"H x 6.5" W x 16"D
- Keyboard: 1.5"H x 18.5"W x 7"D
- **Approvals:** UL, FCC, CSA & CSA
- **Mailboxes:** 999

COVoice Express

- **Platform:** ISA Motherboard with 486 CPU
- **I/O Ports:** 2 Serial, 1 Parallel
- **Drives:** 70-Hours of Storage/IDE Type Hard Disk
  - 1.44MB Floppy Disk
  - Optional External CD ROM
- **Keyboard:** 101 Enhanced
- **Modem:** 14.4KBPS Min.
- **AC Input:** UL 120V/240V, 5/3A, 50/60Hz
- **DC Output:** 145W Min.
- **System Weight:** 10 Lbs Min.
- **Telephone Interface:** RJ-14
- **Ports:** 2-24

**Dimensions:**
- System: 11"H X 5.5" W X 15.5" D
- **Keyboard:** 1.5"H X 18.5"W X 7"D
- **Approvals:** UL, FCC, CSA
- **Mailboxes:** 999

772-011

VSR is a global leader in the development of integrated communications software. We produce software and systems that provide integrated messaging, voice mail, advanced call routing and IP-based telephony solutions.

US
Rocklin, California
+1 (916) 624-6300
Web: www.vsrusa.com

UK / EUROPE
Guilford, England
+44 (0) 1483 257 357
Web: www.vsruk.com